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In a previous paper[2] the present author has proposed a class of extended backward 
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Abstract-A class of modified extended backward differentiation formulae (MEBDF) suitable for 
the approximate numerical integration of first order systems of stiff ordinary differential equations 
is introduced. The computational aspects of this new class of formulae are examined in detail. In 
particular, algorithms for varying both order and stepsize are given and this leads to a variable 
step/variable order process using highly stable formulae of order 2-8. Extensive numerical results 
for the well known DETEST set are given and on this basis a comparison is made between a code 
incorporating MEBDF, a code due to Hindmarsh (based on conventional backward differentiation 
formulae) and a code due to Skeel and Kong (based on blended linear multistep methods). It is 
shown that on this test set the MEBDF code is very reliable and is competitive with the other two 
codes on a significant class of problems. A computer listing of the MEBDF code used to obtain 
the results presented in this paper is available from the author. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
differentiation formulae (EBDF) suitable for the approximate numerical integration of the 
stiff differential system 
dy 
dx =f(x>Y)Y Y(Xo) =yo, Y ELF. (1.1) 
A k-step EBDF has the general form 
i ~,Yn+j=h(Pkf,+k+Bk+Ifn+k+l). (1.2) 
,=o 
The novel property of this class of formulae is that when computing Y,,+~ it is necessary 
to have available an approximation yn+k + , at the “future” step point x,, +k + I as well as 
approximations y, +j, j < k, at past step points. Because of this, we need a separate 
“predictor” to compute y,, + k + I and then formula (1.2) is used as a corrector. The 
predictor-corrector pair examined in [2] was defined by the following four stages: 
(1) Compute j$i k as the solution of the conventional k-step backward differentiation 
formula 
k-l 
Yn+k - hlikf,+k = 
(2) Compute y$ik+, as the solution of 
k-2 
Yn+k+l +%_6+k+I = -oi,-,Y%k- 
c3) Compute~+k+l =f(Xn+k+l~.?!i?k++l). 
c4) Compute Yn+k from (1.2) written in the form 
Yn+k - hgkfn+k 
k-l 
= - c cjYn+j+hgk+lf,+k+l. 
j=O 
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In [2] highly stable k-step formulae of order k + 1 were derived for 1 I k s 8 and some 
fixed order/fixed step comparisons with conventional backward differentiatio_n formulae 
were given. Also given in [2] were tables of the coefficients &,, 0 <j I k - 1, bk and j& + , 
for k ~[l, 81. 
When implementing stages (1), (2) and (4) above it is efficient to solve the nonlinear 
algebraic equations defining the required solutions using a modified Newton iteration 
scheme. For stage (1) and (2) the coefficient matrix of this iteration scheme has the form 
(I - hfi&, where .Z is some suitable approximation to the relevant Jacobian matrix. The 
matrix .Z is formed as often as necessary to obtain convergence, but a fixed J is _normally 
used flor many steps. For stage (4) the corresponding coefficient matrix is Z - h/IJ. Since 
j?k # /Ik we are faced with the possibility of having to compute a large number of LU 
decompositions during the course of the integration and this is an undesirable situation. 
The main purpose of the present paper is three-fold. First we discuss a slight 
modification of the class of EBDF derived in [2] so that the coefficient matrix of the 
modified Newton scheme is (I - h&Z) f or each of the stages (1) (2) and (4). We call the 
formulae belonging to this new class modified extended backward differentiation formulae 
(MEBDF) and, as we will show, these formulae have better stability properties than 
conventional EBDF. Although this modification is relatively minor, the computational 
significance of it is profound since it often leads to a considerable reduction in com- 
putational effort. Since the solution from the first stage provides such a good approxi- 
mation to the solution of the fourth stage, the work involved in the fourth stage is relatively 
small and, in particular, is normally much less than is required by a BDF step. In addition, 
once the integration gets going, the future point computed in stage two of the current step 
serves as an excellent approximation to the solution at stage one of the next step. Thus 
although there are three non-linear systems to solve at each step, two of these systems are 
provided with very good first approximations and all use the same linearisation. Thus there 
is generally not a great deal more work per step than with the BDF and we might hope 
that the extra accuracy and stability obtained will compensate for this extra work. 
Secondly we wish to discuss in detail the problem of implementing this new class of 
formulae in an efficient manner so that, in particular, variable order and variable stepsize 
can be used. Finally we compare the performance of an automatic code based on MEBDF 
with that of Hindmarsh’s Gear Rev. 3[6] and Skeel and Kong’s blended formulae[ll]. 
1.1 Modljied EBDF 
The modification to the class of standard EBDF that we propose is to write stage 4 
of our algorithm as 
k-l 
Yn+k-hh(Bk-vk)fn+k= - 1 CriY~+j+ht’kfn+k+hBk+Lfn+k+I. 
I=0 
(1.3) 
The choice of vk is at our disposal and the order of the MEBDF is independent of v,. For 
the choice vk = 0 the formula (1.3) trivially reduces to a conventional EBDF. One possible 
choice for vk could be so as to maximise in some way the region of absolute stability of 
(1.3). However, on the grounds of computational efficiency, we prefer to choose vk so that 
vk = p;, - @k (1.4) 
for all k. With this choice of vk the coefficient matrix of the modified Newton iteration 
scheme is I - hP^,J for both the predictor and the corrector. Fortunately this choice for 
vk also widens the region of A(U)-stability of our formulae and the new stability angles 
of our predictor-corrector formulae are given in Table 1, A table of the coefficients j?k and 
Bk can be found in [2]. 
It is relevant at this stage to point out a connection between our formulae and the cyclic 
composite methods of Tendler et al.[12]. Both of these classes of formulae have the 
property that they use approximations to the solution at future, as well as at past, time 
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Table 1. 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 
a for EBDF 90 90 90 87.6 80.2 67.1 49 20 
a for MEBDF 90 90 90 88.4 83.1 74.5 62 43 
a for BDF 90 90 88 73 51 18 - - 
- Indicates not A (a)-stable. 
steps when computing a solution value at the current time step. However the way in which 
these two classes of formulae are implemented is entirely different. The methods of Tendler 
et al. are implemented in a truly cyclic fashion, usually integrating forward several steps 
at a time, whereas our formulae advance the integration only one step at a time. It can 
be seen from [12], p. 346 that our formulae have superior absolute stability properties to 
those of Tendler for all k and we also believe that our numerical results indicate that the 
performance of the MEBDF is often superior to that of the cyclic composite methods. 
2. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
2.1 Choice of history array 
When implementing backward differentiation formulae (BDF), Gear chose to follow 
the well known Nordsieck approach and represent he stored information using an array 
of scaled derivatives. However since our formulae are not linear multistep methods, and 
in particular our k th order formula is not exact for polynomials of degree k, it is more 
natural to use a history array based on backward differences and this is the approach we 
have adopted in implementing MEBDF. For a given value of k E [2,9] the history array 
stored is 
anck)@) = tin, VY,, Vzy,, . . . , Vk- 'Y,,, V"Y,> (2.1) 
where Vy, 5 y, - y,_, and where we denote the i th entry of a,ck)(h) by a$(h). Of course 
this choice of history array is already widely used in the implementation of linear multistep 
methods (Krogh [7], Shampine and Gordon [9] who store backward differences off and 
Brayton et al. [l]). We now seek to write conventional backward differentiation formulae 
in terms of these backward differences as 
k-l 
Yn+k- c ?/k)Vh+k-l =h&,+k 
i=O 
(2.2) 
and the extended backward differentiation formulae as 
k-l 
Yi,+k- 1 %k)Vh+k-l = h((~k-vk)fn+k+vkfn+k+~k+Ifn+k+l). (2.3) 
i=O 
Our numerical testing has indicated that in general it is desirable to restrict the stepnumber 
of our formulae to k = 7 and in Tables 2(a) and 2(b) we list the coefficients fjk) and f/k’ 
for all k I 7. 
2.2 Prediction 
We now consider the problem of predicting y,, , once that a,ck)(h) has been computed. 
Clearly we need only predict y, + 1 rather than the complete history array aiki,(h) since, 
once the corrected value of y, + , has been computed, there is a simple procedure for 
obtaining u:‘;,,(h) from u,ck)(h). To predict y,+i we use 
ktl 
Y n+l = ,;, u%h) + O(hk+‘) (2.4) 
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Table 2(a). 
_ 
k 2 3 4 5 6 7 
$(k) 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Cl(k) l/3 5/U 13125 771137 871147 669/loag 
Y2(k) 2/11 7125 471137 5?/147 459/1089 
43(k) 3/25 27/137 37/147 319/1089 
Y4(k) 12/137 22/147 214/1089 
;+k) 101147 13oiloa9 
Y6(k) 6o/lo8g 
Table 2(b). 
k 2 3 4 5 6 7 
;o(k) 1 1 1 1 1 1 
yl(k) 5123 651197 1001/2501 6699114919 19401/39981 321789/626709 
Y2(k) 17/197 395/2501 3x39/14919 10311/39981 la4029f626709 
Y3(k) iii/2501 1349/14919 5251/3gg81 104439/6267og 
74(k) 394/14919 2306/39981 5515gf6267og 
y5(k) m/39981 24800/6z67og 
- 
Y6(k) 7545f626709 
so, as is the case when scaled derivatives are used, the prediction process involves additions 
only. Note that in general we need only to apply this prediction process for stage (2) of 
our algorithm (and for stage (1) after a change in h). When h is not changed at the previous 
step the prediction procedure for the n th step can b_e summarised as follows: 
(1) Initial approximation for stage (1) is ~~;~),f~;~‘). 
(2) Initial approximation for stage (2) is comput_ed using (2.4). 
(3) Initial approximation for stage (4) is (j$i:!k,fjln!k). 
2.3 Correction 
Writing the k-step BDF as 
Ynfk - hg,f,+k = RI-IS 
where RHS involves previously computed values of y and so is known, we use the normal 
modified Newton scheme 
(2.6) 
forp = 1, 2, 3, 4 to computey,,+k. Here J is some suitable approximation to the coefficient 
matrix 1 - h&8fl+)( x, +k, yt;i)). Once we have computed Yn+k we compute 
1 k-l 
f!!tk=m Y!ik+ c &Yn+j 
j=O > 
(2.7) 
as our approximation to the derivative. The way in which we implement (2.6) is very 
similar to what has been described by Hindmarsh[6]. In particular, if convergence is not 
achieved in four iterations or less, the Jacobian matrix is re-evaluated at (x, + k, _yIp! k) and 
if (2.6) still does not converge sufficiently rapidly the steplength is reduced to i of its former 
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value and the Jacobian is again re-evaluated. A very similar process is used with the 
MEBDF corrector where the iteration scheme is 
J(y$i,- b-1) - _ b-1) ~n+k >- yn+k +h(P,-Qfn+k+RHS (2.8) 
where RHS is known. It is of interest to note that in all our numerical testing we have 
never encountered a case where (2.8) fails to converge once that (2.6) has converged. 
2.4 Updating the history array, estimating the LTE and changing order 
All of these processes are straightforward to carry out. Having computed y,,,, we 
update the history array using the relations 
a!kidh) =Yn+k 
kkik,,@) =aikik,i-,(h) - aikik-l,l-l(h), 
21iIk+l. (2.9) 
The next problem is to determine whether the history array satisfies an appropriate local 
error criterion. Assuming that a local accuracy of 6 is required per step we follow the 
procedure adopted by Hindmarsh[6] and keep single step error estimates less than c in a 
weighted root mean square norm. Our procedure will be based on the familiar technique 
of local extrapolation. That is we will control the local error in the lower order solution 
obtained by the BDF method and if this satisfies our local error control we will actually 
accept the higher order solution obtained using MEBDF. Local extrapolation is entirely 
appropriate in our case since the higher order formula used to compute y,,+k has 
considerably better stability properties for k > 2 than the lower order BDF formula used 
to compute jti k. This is in direct contrast to BDF codes where local extrapolation would 
have a disastrous effect on stability. We have chosen a weighted RMS norm error estimate 
for easy comparison between MEBDF and Hindmarsh’s Gear Rev. 3. However our code 
can be changed easily to allow other error norms. Periodically we test whether the order 
of the formula currently being used can be changed. Following the procedure established 
by Gear[5] and Hindmarsh[6] we perform our order changing test at every k + 2 steps if 
a k th order formula is being used and we estimate the step that could have been used with 
formulae of orders k - 1, k and k + 1. Since our order changing procedure is almost 
identical to what has been used by Hindmarsh we will not comment on it any further. 
2.5 Interpolation 
To perform interpolation we use the relation 
yn+p = LW)lrank@> + Vk+‘) 
where 
W(B)l’= B, (B + P2)/2,. . . ,jfj (B + i - l), . . 
2 
j th position 
Thus the process of interpolation requires about the same amount of computational effort 
with our history array as it does when scaled derivatives are used. 
2.6 Resealing the history array 
The process of re-scaling the history array is rather more expensive than it is when 
scaled derivatives are used. We require a matrix AC(u) such that 
a,‘k’(cth) = A,(~)a,‘~‘(h) + O(h k + ‘) 
T
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and it turns out that Ak(a) is upper triangular with elements which are polynomials in a. 
The full matrix A,(a) is given in Table 3; to obtain the matrices &(a) for k < 8 we simply 
take the matrix consisting of the first k + 1 rows and columns of A,(a). 
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we will present some detailed numerical results comparing a code 
implementing MEBDF with two other widely used codes. Since the first two stages of a 
Table 4. Comparison of MEBDF with blended formulae of Skeel and Kong 
SKEEL AND KONG 
bsck- .Taco- ACC 
Problem 1 TO1 steps fns solves bians Dius Time 
10-2 
10:; 
10 
10 :; 
2 10-2 
10-z 
10 
10-z 
10 
3 10-2 
10-z 
10 
10;; 
10 
4 
10 
-2 
10:; 
10 
10 ;; 
5 10-P 
10:; 
10 
10-5 
10 -6 
30 101 
:; 
141 
195 
89 236 
120 300 
60 275 
98 333 
146 440 
200 594 
264 765 
125 493 
194 691 
277 922 
368 1196 
460 1494 
79 346 
128 471 
170 554 
241 735 
327 953 
2: 
278 
212 
77 247 
99 307 
106 335 
146 9 
220 10 
316 12 
396 13 
524 15 
356 24 
488 22 
686 26 
970 27 
1264 33 
756 19 
1152 19 
1590 21 
2114 23 
2686 25 
482 26 
716 28 
a82 20 
1236 29 
1646 32 
410 18 
366 7 
436 7 
556 7 
596 9 
3.2 
z:z 
65:'; 
2.7 
Z:i 
5.4 
6.4 
2.9 
::: 
2:; 
2.6 
z:: 
5.4 
6.4 
1.4 
2.0 
z:: 
5.1 
21 
zi 
63 
'38 
62 
91 
136 
188 
258 
184 
279 
407' 
561 
751 
a5 
132 
176 
240 
330 
69 
iit 
105 
124 
MEBDF 
back- Jaco- ACC 
Problem 1 To1 steps fns SOlVeS bias Digs Time 
10-2 
10-z 
10 
10-Z 
10 
2 10-2 
10-4' 
10 
10-6' 
10 
3 10 -2 
10 I; 
10 
1012 
10 
4 10-3 -2 
IO-4 
10 
1016' 
10 
5 10;: 
IO-4 
10 
10-5 
10 -6 
34 
i; 
126 
71 102 
91 156 
123 219 
159 297 
193 378 
64 153 199 
103 21.7 316 
157 287 480 
206 360 628 
276 439 831 
120 216 360 
194 318 582 
285 433 a56 
379 556 11?7 
506 702 1522 
83 217 
127 267 
171 325 
250 420 
324 526 
281 
406 
538 
;;z 
63 132 215 
70 103 212 
96 130 208 
117 159 351 
144 196 432 
9  z:: 
12 4 2:; 
16 7.5 
16 1.7 
21 3 Z:E 
2% 
31 65:: 
13 1.9 
16 2.8 
19 4.1 
23 4 2:; 
21 1.4 
23 2.6 
25 
;: 
43:; 
5.8 
8 .l 
2 1.6 7
7 2.6 
9 3.5 
17 
23 
;; 
59 
iz 
93 
126 
178 
94 
159 
240 
339 
472 
53 
77 
105 
166 
210 
38 
43 
55 
:', 
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MEBDF step involve two BDF steps, and since the error estimation procedure that we 
use estimates the error in the BDF method, it is clear that one MEBDF step will require 
more computational effort than a BDF step. However the MEBDF attempts to compen- 
sate for this by achieving better accuracy and stability. In view of this, a fair comparison 
to make is accuracy obtained versus computational effort required and this is the basis for 
comparison that we use in this section. 
In the first set of results we compare the performance of our code with that of the 
blended formulae of Skeel and Kong[l 11. We have been anxious not to change the codes 
used for comparison in any way so the comparison which we make is only for those 
problems which Skeel and Kong have considered and these can be found in ([l 11, p. 338). 
The results obtained are given in Table 4. The Skeel and Kong results were obtained from 
a code kindly supplied to us by Prof. R. D. Skeel. The Jacobian was computed numerically 
in the usual way and in Table 4 the times given are the number of hundredths of a second 
required to run the problem on a CDC6600 and “Act Digs” is the number of accurate 
digits obtained as defined in [ 111. As can be seen the MEBDF are generally more efficient 
than Skeel and Kong on the first four problems and by examining the results in ([I 11, p. 
338) it can be seen that MEBDF also give an improvement on the performance of Gear’s 
code DIFSUB on these four problems. The improvement over DIFSUB is particularly 
marked for problems 3 and 4. Problem 5 is non-stiff and here MEBDF give an 
improvement over DIFSUB but is not as efficient as Skeel and Kong. This behaviour is 
to be expected since one of the aims of Skeel and Kong in developing their formulae was 
to derive a class of methods which perform well for non-stiff as well as stiff prbblems. It 
must be emphasised that we are not, on the basis of this limited testing, claiming that 
MEBDF are “better” than blended formulae. We take the view that the main purpose of 
numerical comparison is to eliminate weak methods and to demonstrate the potential of 
good ones. 
In our second numerical experiment we compare the results obtained on the problems 
of stiff DETEST using Hindmarsh’s Gear Rev. 3 [6] and our MEBDF code. Although this 
particular version of Gear is not the most up to date one we do feel that this comparison 
is the fairest one to make since the two BDF steps used in our MEBDF code are performed 
using this particular implementation of BDF methods. Both codes were run using the same 
differencing procedure to compute the Jacobian numerically and both codes produced a 
result for all problems and for all tolerances used. The results obtained using Gear Rev. 
3 are given in Table 5. The headings are self-explanatory except perhaps for “steps 
deceived” which gives the number of steps on which the local error exceeded the specified 
tolerance and “correct digits” which is given by 
Correct digits = -log,,(max(global error-l). 
over all steps 
Given in Table 6 are the corresponding results obtained for MEBDF. The performance 
of Gear at tolerances 10-3/10-4/10-6 was similar, as far as accurate digits obtained is 
concerned, to that of MEBDF at 10-2/10-3/10-4 for classes A and B and 10-2/10-3/10-5 
for classes C, D, E, F. Correspondingly we summarise these results in Table 7. A 
comparison of different codes is a notoriously difficult and inexact area[3,4, lo] but there 
are some clear conclusions that can be drawn from these results. 
(1) The MEBDF outperform BDF on problem B5. This is expected since for problem 
B5 some of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix lie very close to the imaginary axis. 
(2) The MEBDF consistently require less functions, less Jacobians (LU decom- 
positions) and less steps than BDF but require more backsolves. However the Jacobians 
and functions of DETEST are so cheap to evaluate, and most of the problems are so small, 
that backsolves and particularly overheads dominate the total computing time. Bearing in 
mind that, for a system of s equations, backsolves are O(s’) operations whereas LU 
decompositions are 0[(1/3)s3] operations we would expect MEBDF to become increasingly 
efficient compared with BDF as the size of the system increases and/or Jacobians become 
more expensive. 
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Class A 
BACK- MAX STEPS CORRECT ERROR AT 
TIME FCNS JACS SOLVES STEPS LOCAL DECEIVED DIGITS END POINT 
ERROR 
To1 lo-* 
10 
-4 
10 -6 
Class B 
10 -2 
10 
-4 
10 -6 
Class C 
10-2 
X0 
-4 
10 
-6 
Class D 
10-2 
10 
-4 
10 
-6 
Class E 
10 -2 
10 
-4 
Al .151 
A2 .346 
A3 .192 
A4 .624 
56 41 
59 47 
;: fz: 
Al .301 
A2 .75a 
A3 .391 
A4 1.226 
101 11 
177 13 
129 14 
250 17 
176 14 
324 21 
232 20 
407 24 
0 2.0 .04 
0 2.5 .o5 
0 2.0 .02 
0 2.2 .a3 
119 
134 
151 
166 
91 
108 
122 
140 
.41 
.la 
.59 
.30 
.63 
.42 
.57 
.49 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Al .512 275 20 194 157 1.00 0 
A2 1.332 473 25 247 203 1.00 0 
A3 .699 363 26 258 213 1.00 0 
A4 2.088 626 34 285 254 1.00 0 
Bl .431 257 16 192 
B2 .164 106 9 51 
B3 .17a 115 10 54 
B4 .260 147 12 74 
B5 7.663 3140 120 2419 
158 
36 
38 
56 
2356 
376 
i: 
405 
2288 
.44 0 1.3 0.00 
.27 0 2.2 .41 
.41 0 2.0 .55 
.*7 0 2.1 .54 
1.38 15 0.9 25. 
Bl 1.107 
B2 .350 
B3 -358 
B4 1.664 
B5 a.756 
582 
179 
186 
689 
3325 
aaa 
280 
;: 
1221 
26 
13 
13 
32 
129 
40 
18 
17 
24 
53 
477 
100 
107 
496 
2550 
1.57 
:'ZZ 
1.82 
2.0 
7 
0 
0 
13 
208 
Bl 1.847 
B2 .604 
B3 .?O5 
B4 .9a3 
B5 3.125 
727 635 1.00 
171 138 1.00 
204 161 1.00 
286 246 1.00 
902 a33 2.00 
0 
0 
0 
3: 
Cl .la3 109 12 
c2 .15a 104 12 
c3 .159 108 12 
c4 .174 115 12 
C5 .165 110 11 
60 
55 
6': 
65 
.26 0 2.2 0.00 
.25 0 2.3 0.00 
.40 0 2.1 0.00 
.*7 0 2.2 0.00 
.2a 0 2.0 0.00 
Cl .36C 
c2 .319 
c3 .329 
c4 .345 
C5 .361 
Cl .641 
c2 .592 
c3 .5a7 
c4 .5a9 
C5 .641 
194 
la7 
187 
196 
205 
318 
314 
307 
304 
332 
16 129 103 .62 0 
16 122 94 .56 0 
13 122 97 .4a 0 
17 127 101 .30 0 
16 140 108 .71 0 
25 217 1go 1.00 0 
23 221 la0 1.00 0 
23 214 177 1.00 0 
21 219 177 1.00 1 
22 243 186 1.00 0 
Dl .126 
D2 .109 
D3 .187 
04 .036 
D5 .051 
D6 .05a 
114 
a4 
137 
zr: 
48 
10 
10 
16 
5 
79 
a3 
53 
72 
14 
28 
26 
t: 
54 
14 
22 
21 
12 
19 
21 
6 
17 
7 
la 
20 
33 
a 
18 
13 
66 
94 
128 
20 
5; 
.7* 
.61 
.57 
.06 
11.3 
.51 
.67 
1.05 
.68 
.22 
.96 
.9* 
Dl .240 186 
D2 .260 186 
D3 .417 247 
D4 .052 41 
D5 .147 143 
D6 .111 a0 
149 
128 
162 
22 
108 
58 
Dl .439 308 
D2 .4a2 307 
D3 .751 396 
D4 .093 70 
D5 .272 220 
D6 .199 142 
253 131 1.00 0 
246 176 1.00 0 
263 229 1.00 0 
45 31 1.00 0 
183 101 1.00 0 
102 62 1.00 1 
El .029 
E2 .203 
E3 .131 
E4 .321 
E5 .052 
El 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
.131 
.340 
.25a 
.671 
21 3 
200 22 
96 9 
195 la 
38 5 
78 a 
274 23 
173 14 
344 30 
a 
155 
68 
122 
17 
6: 
43 
71 
17 
.03 0 
1.21 3 
'.33 0 
.2Q 6 
.Ol 0 
45 27 .46 0 
227 139 
94 
l..53 7 
130 .7* 0 
223 171 1.49 3 
2.9 
3.9 
3.8 
3.5 
3.1 
4.8 
::: 
2:; 
t:: 
t.: 
318 
5.5 
::z 
5.7 
5.7 
1.7 
1.9 
2.0 
3.2 
1.0 
2.3 
::t 
z:: 
2.9 
3.6 
5.8 
::z 
Z:", 
5.8 
3.4 
0.2 
2.2 
1.2 
3.7 
4.1 
1.7 
3.6 
3.3 
.02 
.a6 
.39 
.57 
.oo 
.oo 
.30 
1.50 
6.9 
.24 
.17 
.57 
2.0 
7.9 
1:: 
.a4 
1.61 
.lO 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.13 
.1a 
.la 
.Ol 
.03 
.29 
2.22 
.20 
0.00 
.Ol 
3.0 
.o9 
3.53 
1.00 
.06 
.33 
17.0 
.24 
2.69 
2.68 
0.00 
3.20 
19.3 
.31 
0.00 
24.3 
.36 
.21 
.15 
0.00 
9.4 
.2a 
.16 
Class F 
10 -2 
10 
-4 
10 -6 
El 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
,283 143 11 
590 
:497 
424 28 
311 21 
1.184 532 38 
.141 91 7 
Fl .243 la2 20 
F2 .055 49 7 
F3 .195 108 10 
F4 .454 378 36 
F5 .217 132 16 
Fl .560 
F2 .149 
F3 .366 
F4 1.606 
F5 .462 
Fl .992 
F2 .254 
F3 .605 
F4 1.729 
F5 .790 
357 
108 
197 
1182 
267 
564 
181 
301 
1099 
437 
30 
11 
15 
95 
25 
37 
15 
22 
72 
34 
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Table 5. Contd 
SACK- MAX STEPS CORRECT ERROR AT 
TIME FCNS JACS SOLVES STEPS LOCAL DECEIVED DIGITS END POINT 
ERROR 
10-O 98 65 1.00 
367 242 1.00 
247 167 1.00 
379 322 1.09 
62 41 1.00 
5.8 
3.9 
5.6 
5.0 
5.1 
.o.oo 
46.1 
.34 
.2a 
15.0 
101 
34 
57 
269 
67 
236 
a5 
121 
a91 
166 
55 
c: 
121 
50 
144 
63 
4% 
123 
415 270 
150 111 
190 156 
a79 534 
300 220 
0.47 
0.23 
0.48 
1.32 
.35 
.59 
.39 
.aa 
18.1 
.a7 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
2.00 
1.00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
17 
0 
0 
0 
11 
0 
2.0 
2.3 
2.0 
0.1 
2.3 
3.6 
3.9 
3.9 
3:: 
5.6 
3.3 
5.7 
5.6 
5.6 
0.01 
61.4 
0.00 
.05 
0.0 
1.08 
.47 
0.00 
8514. 
0.0 
.75 
2.1 
0.0 
1.7 
0.0 
Table 6. Results for MEBDF 
Class A 
BACK- MAX STEPS CORRECT ERROR AT 
TIME FCNS JACS SOLVES STEPS LOCAL DECEIVED DIGITS END POINT 
ERROR 
To1 1O-2 
10 -3 
10 
-4 
10-5 
Class B 
To1 10 -2 
10-3 
10 
-4 
10-5 
Class C 
To1 10 -2 
Al .245 
A2 .605 
A3 .351 
A4 1.087 
99 
178 
133 
256 
124 
258 
176 
317 
11 129 
13 141 
14 186 
17 204 
43 
47 
2: 
.05 
.03 
.03 
.06 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
.377 
.9ao 
506 
1:658 
11 198 
18 228 
17 267 
19 318 
66 
i; 
106 
.Ol 
.09 
.02 
.02 
Al .5la 167 
A2 1.391 291 
A3 .694 221 
A4 2.360 425 
Al .694 200 
A2 1.958 383 
A3 .932 270 
A4 3.149 485 
15 
la 
20 
25 
16 
23 
21 
26 
270 go .03 
324 108 .02 
360 12C .02 
444 148 .02 
348 115 .lO 
450 149 .oo 
476 157 .lO 
585 194 .lO 
El1 .624 193 12 352 
B2 .310 109 10 114 
B3 .317 110 10 117 
B4 .437 135 11 162 
B5 .a05 203 13 321 
113 .24 
38 .03 
39 
54 
,06 
.0a 
107 .15 
Bl 1.000 300 17 567 182 .44 
B2 .4a5 137 11 174 58 .02 
B3 ,499 147 12 la3 61 .02 
B4 .703 184 14 249 a3 .06 
B5 1.438 312 17 549 la3 .14 
Bl 1.608 439 20 a91 
B2 .675 171 13 237 
B3 .721 184 14 255 
B4 1.011 235 16 357 
B5 2.265 424 18 a40 
Bl 2.516 666 28 1419 
B2 .a80 205 14 309 
B3 ,970 211 14 330 
B4 1.305 280 17 465 
B5 3.040 5* 20 1117 
285 
ii; 
119 
279 
457 
102 
110 
155 
369 
.72 
.02 
.02 
.04 
.17 
Cl .2a7 111 12 150 
c2 .260 106 12 135 
c3 .2al 102 11 138 
c4 ,293 114 12 152 
C5 .286 111 12 146 
1.00 
.lO 
.oo 
.Ol 
.20 
.05 
.04 
.02 
.17 
.15 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2.95 
3.40 
3.18 
2.86 
.Ol 
.oo 
.Ol 
.39 
4.50 
4.07 
4.44 
4.38 
.Ol 
.02 
.oo 
.13 
5.27 .oo 
5.50 .02 
5.43 .oo 
5.45 .Ol 
6.11 .oo 
6.14 .07 
6.12 .oo 
6.16 .04 
2.16 .oo 
3.06 .07 
2.81 .06 
2.66 .07 
2.19 .05 
3.14 
4.36 
4.21 
3.74 
3.05 
::49; 
5.32 
4.89 
4.00 
4.99 
6.15 
6.11 
5.67 
5.10 
2.96 
3.15 
3.38 
2.79 
2.81 
.oo 
.02 
.05 
.02 
.02 
.oo 
.oo 
.Ol 
.02 
.Ol 
.oo 
.Ol 
.lO 
.02 
.Ol 
.oo 
.Ol 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
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Table 6. Contd 
BACK- MAX STEPS CORRECT ERROR AT 
TIME FCNS JACS SOLVES STEPS LOCAL DECEIVED DIGITS END POINT 
ERROR 
10 -3 Cl 
c2 
c3 
c4 
C5 
M-4 Cl 
c2 
c3 
C4 
C5 
10-5 Cl 
c2 
c3 
C4 
C5 
Class 0 
To1 10 -* Dl 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
D6 
1O-3 Dl 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
D6 
-4 
10 Dl 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
D6 
1O-5 Dl 
D2 
D3 
04 
D5 
D6 
Class E 
lo-' El 
&? 
E3 
E4 
E5 
1O-3 El 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
-4 
10 El 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
1O-5 El 
E2 
E3 
E4 
E5 
Class F 
lo-' Fl .424 184 21 219 
F2 .086 47 7 75 
F3 .290 108 11 123 
F4 .a91 472 52 614 
F5 .375 144 16 186 
10 -3 Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
1.034 449 47 535 156 
.126 66 9 114 38 
.412 144 14 177 59 
1.081 497 46 744 204 
.513 195 22 252 84 
.461 165 17 237 
.422 139 13 216 
.462 149 12 246 
.450 151 15 225 
.463 162 14 248 
;2’ 
80 
75 
79 
.OP 
.02 
:16 
.09 
.33 
.647 
::89; 
.701 
.702 
.t376 
.637 
.837 
:% 
a2 18 
186 17 
182 16 
231 16 
212 14 
330 
300 
246 19 
228 18 
229 18 
259 17 
254 19 
387 
385 
436 
400 
398 
467 
445 
110 .02 
100 .02 
100 .02 
120 .84 
123 .41 
144 .lO 
132 .lO 
131 .20 
150 .30 
144 .20 
.152 
201 
:31a 
.068 
.118 
.102 
88 9 
100 13 
131 15 
36 5 
85 15 
52 7 
113 
131 
165 
45 
100 
69 
169 
198 
258 
51 
131 
101 
4': 
55 
15 
27 
23 
$73 
.16 
.ll 
.07 
.72 
.02 
.223 
.a6 
::;t 
.144 
.137 
117 10 
132 15 
183 19 
38 5 
101 15 
66 7 
i: 
86 
17 
34 
32 
1.11 
22 
:03 
.02 
.97 
.06 
.320 147 11 230 
.419 170 18 279 
.758 245 22 392 
.096 46 6 63 
.186 118 15 174 
.190 87 8 141 
63 
91 
130 
21 
t: 
1:81 
.22 
.12 
.02 
.69 
.15 
,435 185 14 318 93 .7o 
.554 218 19 376 118 .20 
1.045 314 26 533 176 .lO 
do8 53 7 72 24 .oo 
.265 149 17 242 68 .80 
.293 122 10 205 61 1.40 
.050 24 3 
.260 176 20 
.181 78 9 
.507 190 16 
.lOO 43 5 
.02 
2.0 
.18 
1.78 
.07 
.102 
.354 
316 
:777 
.109 
42 5 
198 21 
137 IO 
254 22 
50 6 
24 
251 
11'3 
264 
51 
46 
341 
226 
388 
55 
15 .oo 
98 1.16 
66 .62 
122 .28 
18 .03 
.184 73 8 86 27 
.409 247 22 460 136 
.492 193 12 342 102 
1.063 314 25 521 167 
.136 55 5 79 25 
.272 93 9 132 43 
.700 323 25 649 195 
.623 245 18 423 126 
1.530 422 30 751 240 
.195 83 8 105 31 
69 
t: 
161 
62 
:i: 
:59 
.49 
.19 
::: 
.50 
.30 
.lO 
.30 
.03 
.o7 
19.1 
.12 
10.9 
.02 
.02 
5.48 
.02 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
0 
5 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
4 
0 
0 
2 
0 
4.13 .Ol 
4.36 .oo 
3.79 .oo 
4.01 .oo 
3.46 .oo 
5.35 .oo 
5.50 .oo 
5.32 .oo 
4.06 .oo 
4.39 .60 
z.:: 
5:65 
5.50 
5.76 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
2.03 .ll 
2.78 .07 
2.86 .oo 
3.12 .12 
1.91 1.03 
3.50 .Ol 
2.94 .83 
3.37 .02 
4.14 .02 
4.75 .04 
2.75 2.23 
4.03 .06 
3.71 1.97 
4.25 .Ol 
4.78 .Ol 
5.24 .02 
3.42 4.76 
4.64 .03 
4.80 2.10 
5.24 .03 
5.67 .oo 
6.00 .57 
4.33 6.31 
4.55 .03 
3.55 .oo 
.20 2.00 
2.67 .28 
1.75 .o9 
2.91 .21 
3.88 
1.10 
::'8: 
4.28 
.oo 
7.3 
1.6 
.Ol 
.13 
4.46 .oo 
2.23 10.5 
4.11 .21 
3.78 .Ol 
4.00 1.52 
5.97 .oo 
3.38 12.7 
5.27 .Ol 
4.94 .oo 
5.13 1.54 
2.53 .oo 
3.34 .07 
2.85 .oo 
0.36 .Ol 
2.78 .oo 
1.96 .03 
4.35 .Ol 
4.25 .oo 
1.14 .91 
4.49 .oo 
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Table 6. Contd 
BACK- 
TIME 
MAX 
FCNS 
STEPS 
JACS SOLVES 
CORRECT ERROR AT 
STEPS LOCAL DECEIVED DIGITS END POINT 
ERROR 
10 
-4 
Fl 1.005 362 33 526 164 .46 0 4.33 .02 
F2 .196 80 9 174 .02 0 5.44 .oo 
F3 .619 186 16 264 zz .02 0 5.40 .oo 
F4 1.614 694 60 1086 303 5.12 6 2.19 1.27 
F5 .all 289 24 424 129 .45 0 4.35 .oo 
1O-5 Fl 1.428 486 35 778 233 .40 0 5.36 .lO 
F2 .26e 115 12 231 77 .oo 0 6.24 .Ol 
F3 .a33 226 18 348 116 .oo 0 6.45 .oo 
F4 2.421 982 74 1637 455 a:3 9 3.23 2.74 
F5 1.107 352 28 560 176 .40 0 5.44 .oo 
Table 7. Summaries 
Class A 
BACK- MAX STEPS CORRECT ERROR AT 
TIME FCNS JACS SOLVES STEPS LOCAL DECEIVED DIGITS END POINT 
ERROR 
GEAR lO-3 
M_EBDF lo-' 
1.899 860 
2.288 666 
GEAR 10 
-4 
MFBDF 10 _3 
2.676 1139 
3.521 875 
GEAR 10 
-6 
MEBDF 10 
-4 4.631 1737 
4.963 1104 
Class B (Excluding B5) 
GEAR lO-3 
MEBDF 1O-2 
GEAR 10 
-4 
MEBDF lO-3 
GEAR 10 
-6 
MEBDF 10 
_4 
Class C 
GEAR 1O-3 
MEBDF lo-' 
GEAR 10 
-4 
MEBDF lO-3 
GEAR 10 
-6 
MEBDF lO-5 
Class D 
GEAR 1O-3 
MEBDF lo-* 
GEAR 10 
-4 
MEBDF 1O-3 
GEAR 10 -6 
MEBDF lO-5 
Class E 
GEAR 1O-3 
MEBDF lO-2 
GEAR 10 
-4 
MEBDF 1O-3 
GEAR 10 -6 
MEBDF lO-5 
Class F 
GEAR 10-3 
MEBDF 1O-2 
1.701 
2.066 
GEAR10 
-4 
MEBDF lO-3 
3.143 
3.166 
GEAR 10 -6 
MEBDF lO-5 
4.370 
6.063 
1.845 
1.688 
:::;; 
t:::; 
964 
547 
1636 
768 
1906 
1029 
61 
43 
a4 
54 
6'; 
642 5ll 
745 244 
1180 941 
1173 384 
1388 1180 
1740 568 
1.74 
.24 
1.6 
-44 
;:", 
1.270 771 72 478 
1.407 544 59 721 
1.714 969 78 640 
2.25% 766 71 1172 
3.050 1575 114 1114 
4.291 1216 91 2146 
368 
239 
2: 
910 
701 
.43 0 3.1 .08 
.17 0 3.0 .Ol 
.7l 0 3.9 .13 
.33 0 3.95 .Ol 
1.0 1 5.6 .29 
.03 0 5.8 .oo 
.e14 620 
,959 492 
1.227 883 
1.378 637 
2.236 1443 
2.700 1041 
:: 
a2 
71 
110 
93 
396 264 .Pl 0 2.9 3.1 
623 190 7.3 0 2.7 1.03 
627 399 1.05 1 3.6 17.0 
908 277 1.1 1 3.7 2.23 
1092 730 1.0 1 5.6 19.3 
1746 540 1.40 3 5.1 6.31 
1.097 729 68 506 319 1.4 
1.098 5ll 53 708 203 2.0 
1.480 921 80 656 454 1.5 
1.658 681 64 1056 319 1.2 
2.703 1501 115 1154 837 1.0 
3.320 1166 go 2060 635 .70 
1186 111 781 474 
955 107 12i7 358 
2111 176 1499 a44 
1351 138 1822 541 
2562 180 1934 1291 
2161 167 3554 1057 
1.4 
1.19 
18.1 
10.9 
::; 
65 402 315 .7l 0 
55 660 220 .06 0 
79 570 461 .63 0 
65 1011 336 .09 0 
105 904 827 1.00 0 
78 1398 466 .30 0 
14 
0 
20 
0 
0 
0 
: 
10 
1 
6 
0 
3.0 
3.1 
t:", 
::: 
2.8 
2.7 
3.5 
3.9 
::; 
2.4 
2.2 
3.3 
3.1 
::; 
2.5 
2.4 
3.1 
3.2 
::: 
1.8 
.39 
.86 
.13 
1.5 
.2Q 
7.7 
.07 
6.9 
.05 
7.9 
.2u 
48.3 
3.0 
9.4 
7.3 
46.1 
12.7 
1.0 
.07 
8514. 
.9l 
2.1 
2.74 
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Table 7. Contd 
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BACK- MAX STEPS CORRECT ERROR AT 
TIME FCNS JACS SOLVES STEPS LOCAL DECEIVED DIGITS END POINT 
ERROR 
Overall (Including B5) 
GEAR lo-_3* 16.634 7529 571 6400 4653 1.8 72 2.74 46.3 
MEBDF 10 10.311 3918 394 4995 1546 1.91 11 2.65 .20 
GEAR 10 -4 
KEBDF 10-3 
22.475 10884 708 7722 5590 18.1 256 8514. 
16.106 5390 480 7691 2425 10.9 8 ::z 7.3 
GEAR 10 -6 24.254 11965 
:A: 
8568 b-608 2.0 57 5.4 46.1 
MEBDF * 27.617 a141 13484 4246 a.3 12 5.2 12.7 
TOTAL 
GEAR 63.363 30375 2055 22698 17151 18.1 385 3.88 8514. 
MEBDF 5L.034 17449 1474 26170 a217 10.9 31 3.82 12.7 
* 
10 
-4 
for Classes A , B and 10 -5 for others. 
Note that at a tolerance of 10 -6 GEAR has proved relatively satisfactory for B5. 
(3) The MEBDF code seems to be more reliable than BDF since it is deceived on only 
31 steps compared with the 385 steps for BDF. 
(4) There is no really significant difference on run times on problems apart from B5 
but generally the BDF code is faster than the MEBDF code on the DETEST problems. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The numerical results which we have presented indicates that the MEBDF code is 
reliable and efficient at all tolerances tested. As is to be expected it outperforms the BDF 
code on problems with eigenvalues close to the imaginary axis. We have based all our 
comments on our experience with the DETEST problems but most of these are fairly small 
and the Jacobians are very cheap to evaluate. For some further comments on this test set 
see Shampine[8]. Finally we feel bound to point out that BDF methods have benefitted 
from more than a decade of theoretical study, algorithmic development, and improvements 
in programming and software design. We hope that the MEBDF codes will also improve 
in the light of further experience. 
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